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THE STATUS OF THE SOLAR NEUTRINO PROBLEM AND

THE RUSSIAN-AMERICAN GALLIUM EXPERIMENT (SAGE)

THOMAS J. BOWLES

Physics Division, MS D449

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico USA 87545

ABSTRACT

Perhaps the most outstanding discrepancy between prediction and measurements in
cr_rrentparticle physics comes from the solar neutrino problem, in which a large deficit of
high-energy solar neutrinos is observed. Many Nonstandard Solar Models have been
invoked to try to reduce the predicted flux, but all have run into problems in trying to
reproduce other measured parameters (e.g., the luminosity) of the Sun. Other
explanations involving new physics such as neutrino decay and neutrino oscillations, etc.
have also been proffered. Again, most of these explanations have been ruled out by
either laboratory or astrophysical measurements. It appears that perhaps the most likely
particle physics solution is that of matter enhanced neutrino oscillation, the Mikheyev-
Smimov-Wolfenstein (MSW) oscillations. Two new radiochemical gallium experiments,
which have a low enough threshold to be sensitive to the dominant flux of low-energy p-p
neutrinos, now also report a deficit and also favor a particle physics solution.

1. SOLAR NEUTRINO PRODUCTION

The solar neutrino spectrum, together with the thresholds for various detectors, is

shown in figure 1. A number of Standard Solar Models (SSMs) that make somewhat

different predictions for the fluxes have been published in the last few years, of which the

two most widely reported are those of BahcaU and Pinsonneault (B-P) (1) and of Turck-

Chieze and Lopes if-C-L) (2).

The important point to realize concerning the SSMs is the temperature

dependences of the neutrino fluxes. The effective temperature dependences have been

found (3) to depend on the core temperature fie) as _(SB) *_ Te 18, _(TBe) ,, Tc 8, and _(p-

p) *_Tc -1.2. It is important to note that the flux of the p-p neutrinos is directly related to

the observed solar luminosity in an essentially model-independent manner and is thus

determined to an accuracy of about 2-3% (3). This is of particular importance to the

results of the gallium experiments, as they are primarily sensitive to the p-p neutrinos.

The calculated capture rates in SNU (1 SNU = 10-36 captures/atom/s) for the chlorine and

gallium experiments together with the predicted 8B flux for the Kamiokande experiment

in the SSMs are given in Table I. One means to force agreement between the predictions

and experiment is to incorporate possible new phenomena in order to reduce the core

temperature, thereby reducing the predicted fluxes. For example, numerous Nonstandard

Solar Models have been proffered that incorporate a variety of heavy element

abundances, high magnetic fields, turbulent diffusion, continuous mixing, rapid rotation,

convective mixing of hydrogen into the core, new equations of state, and other effects (3).
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Table 1. Predicted capture rates and 8B flux for the Bahcall-Pinsonneault and Turck-Chieze and Lopes
Standard Solar Models. Quoted uncertainties are 1 ft.

Capture Rate (SNU) Bahcall- Turck-Chieze
Pinnsenault and Lopes

37C1: 8.0 + 1.0 6.4 + 1.4
71Ga: 131.5 +7/-6 122.5 + 7

8B Flux (v/cm2/s) (5.69 + 0.82) x 106 (4.43 +--- ) x 106

Ga CI H20
However, none of the Nonstandard

1013 - I I1 rrl _ ii _ _1 I i Models has been able to reproduce the
- - observed 8B flux without running into

1012 -- .=- problems with reproducing otherpp

'-_ 1011 _ _- measured physical properties of thetu - - Sun. Yet one cannot rule out them

- - possibility that there may be some× 101°-
_ z _Be -- additional physics not included in the
u_ - - SSMs which will resolve the problem.
O 10 9 -- 13N Jc:

"_"_08-____1 il )ep _- 2. NEUTRINO PROPERTIES
z - Another possible means of reducing

107 - - the observed solar neutrino flux is to
"-6 _ i - invoke new particle physics which

106- 7Be 1 8B -: either reduces the production rate of
- _ : solar neutrinos or causes the neutrinos

4" i __111,1\lnsF I , I,_,_1 _ i to "disappear" during their transit to
_o-1 10° 101 the Earth. A plethora of possible

Neutrino Ener.qy (MeV) extensions of the Standard

Figure 1. Solar neutrinospectrum. Thresholdsfor Electroweak model has been
theoperatingdetectorsare indicatedby the arrows, presented, in which the neutrinos
The flux is in unitsof neutrinos/cm2/s/MeV, naturally acquire a mass, and lepton

number is no longer strictly conserved. One of the implications of this is that the flux of
neutrinos produced in the Sun may be accurately predicted by the SSMs, buLthe flux of
electron-type neutrinos measured by the solar neutrino detectors at the Earth may be
depleted due to oscillations.

Other mechanisms involving new physics have also been suggested to account for
the observed deficit of solar, neutrinos (3). Rather than changing the properties of the
neutrinos, some of these hypotheses involve lowering the core temperature of the Sun,
such as by Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs). But all of these other
mechanisms have been effectively ruled out by either laboratory measurements or
astrophysical observations. Thus, it appears that the only viable candidate for new
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physics as the explanation of the solar neutrino problem is that involving neutrino
oscillations.

The probability for oscillating, for example, from an electron neutrino to a muon
neutrino is given by (4):

P(ve ---->vgt) = sin220 sin2{ 1.27 × Am2 (eV2) × L(m)/Ev (MeV) }

where q is the mixing angle between the neutrino eigenstates v 1 and v 2 and Am2 =
Imv 2 _ mv zl is the mass squared difference of the neutrino eigenstates. Due to the

long _aselin 1(1 AU) and low energies (few MeV), solar neutrinos provide an improved
sensitivity over terrestrial experiments to small values of Am2 of as much as eight orders
of magnitude.

It was observed in 1985 (5) that the Sun also provides sensitivities to very small
values of the mixing angle 0. This is due to the resonant amplification of the mixing in
the high-matter densities of the Sun, which are called Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein
(MSW) oscillations. The physical process is due to the fact that the electron neutrinos
that are produced in the core of the Sun can scatter from electrons by both the charged
and neutral weak currents. However, muon and tau neutrinos can scatter only by the
neutral weak current. As a result, as the neutrinos propagate, the index of refraction (or
forward-scattering amplitude) depends on neutrino flavor. Under proper circumstances,
the phases of the electron neutrino and muon or tau neutrinos will be such that full
mixing can occur between the different flavors. This condition occurs when Losc/Lo =
-cos20 where the Losc is the oscillation length for the neutrinos in vacuum (Lose = 2_
2priAm 2) and Lo is the oscillation length in matter and is given by:

Lo = 2rt/(_/2GFNe)--- 1.7 × 107/[p(g/cm 3) Z/A] m,

where GF is the Fermi constant, Ne = pNoZ/A, and No is Avagadro's number. Thus, in
the Sun, where p ---150 g/cm 3 and Z/A -- 2/3, Lo = 200 km, compared to the radius of the
Sun of 7 x 105 kin.

It is important to note two things about MSW oscillations. First, the probability
for matter oscillations is dependent on the neutrino energy and therefore can result in a
distortion of the energy spectrum from that predicted by the SSMs. Second, one finds
that the solar neutrino experiments have sensitivities to mixing angles as small as sin220
= 10-4, compared to sensitivities for oscillations in vacuum of sin220 = 0.2.

3. OPERATING SOLAR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Chlorine Experiment
The chlorine radiochemical experiment (6) employs 610 tons of perchlorethylene

(C2CL0 housed in a steel tank located 4900 mwe (meters water equivalent) underground
at the Homestake Gold Mine in Lead, South Dakota. Solar neutrinos can produce 37A by
inverse beta decay reaction 37Cl(ne,e')37A on the 37C1in the tank with a threshold of 814
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keV. Thus, the chlorine experiment is sensitive to the 8B, 7Be, pep, and CNO solar
neutrinos. The 37A atoms (along with a few tenths of a cc of either 36A or 38A added as a
carrier to measure the extraction efficiency) are chemically extracted about every 60

days. The extracted gas is purified, mixed with methane (to make a good counting gas),
and then inserted into a small proportional counter. 37A is detected in the proportional

2.0 , , _ , , , , , ,--, ,._ ,, , I , ,, _ -1 lo.o counter as it decays by electron

a) _ capture with a 35-day half-life.
18.o The only way to observe this

! 6.0 2.82-keV Auger electrons from

1.0 zz K-shell capture produced during

it 4.0 o_ electron shell relaxation in the

0.5 2.0 resulting 37C1 atom. Pulse

I_ shape discrimination bazed ono.o ' _ J ' o.o rise-time measurements is used

>, 1.2 , ,,, , , , , , , , _ . . , c , , , _ t to separate the 37A decays from¢'6

£3_ b) _3'ArPr°aucti°_ " background. Each extraction is
to 1.0

..... SunspotNumbers1E 1 _, counted for about one year in

o _ __. 0.8 o _ order to allow an accurate

= o.6 """ determination of the backgt'ound.
o , 50 =" The candidate events are fit to an
D 0.4 : - lOO g exponential decay with a 35-day
o half-life and a time-independent

ca_<,_o.2 , ,. , , , -) (/ 15o background using a maximum-¢'," 0.0 , .... t , , 20o likelihood method (7).
2.0 , ,", , , _, , ,", . _ , i , i , 'l, ,,_ The average production

c) 9.0 rate of 37A from 1970 to 1990

1.5 was 0.49 + 0.03 atoms per day,
as shown in figure 2a. A

1.0 _

37A atoms per day must be

o.5 subtracted from this rate.

ttt Making this subtraction results in- I a value (6) of 2.2 + 0.3 SNU
o.o , , , , , , , , _., , ,', , , , , , , " attributed to solar neutrinos for

1 _70 I 1974 i 19] I 1982 I 1986 I 1990 the chlorine experiment for the1972 1976 1(.180 1984 1988 1992

Year period from 1970 to 1990.
Plotted on figure 2b is the

Figure 2. a) Unweighted neutrino event rates from the
chlorine experiment, b) unweighted chlorine data (solid line) number of sunspots during this
smoothed by 5-point running average showing the apparent period. An apparent
anticorrelation with the number of sunspots (dotted line), and anticorrelation between the

c) energy weighted results fromthe chlorineexperiment, production rate of 37A and the
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number of sunspots was claimed from these data (6), although various analyses differ in
the statistical significance of the effect (8). Such an inverse correlation was attributed to
the possible existence of a magnetic moment of the neutrino, causing a spin flip of the
neutrino as it traverses the magnetic fields of the convection zone (9). While the
magnitude of the magnetic moment required (about 10 "10 Bohr magnetons with 10-
kGauss fields in the convection zone) is just slightly below laboratory limits, it appears to
be ruled out by astrophysical observations (10). With additional data from 1990-92 and
an analysis in which the likelihood that an :_ventis due to signal rather than background
was made (by weighting the event according to the Gaussian energy resolution of the
counters), one sees that any apparent anticorrelation with sunspot numbers has
diminished, as shown in figure 2c.

3.2. Kamiokande

The Kamiokande experiment (11) is a water Cherenkov detector which is
sensitive to 8B neutrinos. The detector is located at the Kamioka mine in the Japanese
Alps at a depth of 1000 m (2700 mwe). The signature for solar neutrinos in this
experiment is by the elastic scattering (ES) reaction: Vx+ e- _ Vx' + e'- and observing the
Cherenkov light cone radiated by the scattered electron. Timing and pulse-height
information from the photomultipliers (PMTs) that register the Cherenkov photons allows
one to determine the position, direction, and energy of the recoil electron, thereby
providing a measure of the neutrino energy and direction.

The elastic scattering cross section can proceed via both charged and neutral
current interactions. However, as the ratio of the cross sections for the neutral current to
charged current at these low energies is c_(NC)/c_(CC)= 1/6, Kamiokande is
predominately sensitive to electron neutrinos.

The Kamiokande detector consists of a cylinder 14.4 m diameter by 13.1 m high
holding 4,500 tons of pure water. The inner volume is viewed by 948 50-cm-diameter
photomultipliers (PMTs) and a 2-m-thick outer water volume is used as a veto for
cosmic-ray muons and is viewed by 123 PMTs.

The results from Kamiokande II and III are shown in figure 3. A clear signature
for events correlated with the direction of the Sun (cos0 = 1) is observed, but the flux is
less than that predicted by the SSM. Combining the three data sets (12), one finds a value
of the flux relative to the B-P SSM prediction of _(Kamiokande)/_(B-P SSM) = 0.49 +
0.04 (stat) + 0.06 (syst). As the Kamiokande experiment can point back to the direction
the neutrinos come from, this capability has provided the first direct observation of
neutrinos coming from the Sun, and confirms the long-held belief that fusion reactions
are occurring in the Sun.

The Kamiokande experiment has now run during a period of five years, during
which the solar cycle went from a minimum in 1986 to a maximum in 1990. The flux of
SB neutrinos, as measured by Kamiokande, is shown in figure 4, which also shows the
number of sunspots during this period. It is clear that Kamiokande does not see any
temporal variation of the flux of SB neutrinos.
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_n>.. - Ee => 7.5 MeV Tim two gallium experiments
80 - 220 Days (Kill)

c_ - (SAGE and GALLEX) both observe the
O
c_ 60- ssm--, reaction 71Ga(ve,e')71Ge produced by(Xl

- solar neuMnos by chemically extracting

_ 40o_ _{__{_{{_ - and observing the subsequent decay of
E the 71Ge atoms. The threshold for this139
> 20tu . reaction is 233 keV, thus the gallium

' 0 '! , _ I ! , _ _ I _ , ! _ I j ! ! !- experiments are sensitive to all of the
-.o -0.5 o.o 0.5 .o neutrino-producing reactions in the Sun.

COS(Osun) In particular, 54% of the total rate
predicted by the B-P SSM is due to the p-

Figure 3. a) Kamiokande II results with 7.5-MeV p neutrinos. Thus, the prospect exists

threshold, b) Kamiokande I1 results with 9.3-MeV that the gallium experiments may be able
threshold, and c) Kamio'Icande Ill results with 7.5- tO unravel solar and particle physics

MeV threshold, effects, as the flux of p-p neutrinos is
independent of solar modeling.

SAGE uses the Gallium-Germanium Neutrino Telescope situated in an

underground laboratory specially built at the Baksan Neutrino Observatory of the
Institute for Nuclear Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences in the Northern
Caucasus Mountains (13). It is located under Mount Andyrchi and hasan overhead
shielding of 4700 mwe.

SAGE initially used 30 tons and presently employs 57 tons of gallium in the form
of the liquid metal. The individual 71Ge atoms, along with about 700 mg of natural Ge
(added as a carrier to measure the extraction efficiencies) are chemically extracted,
purified, and synthesized into germane (GeH4). A measured quantity of xenon is then
added, and this mixture is inserted into a sealed proportional counter. The SSM predicts
a production rate of 1.2 71Ge atoms/day in 30 tons of Ga. Taking into account all
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efficiencies, SAGE expects to detect only about 4 71Ge atoms from 30 tons of gallium in

each run, assuming the SSM flux. Thus, the counting backgrounds must be kept to a
small fraction of a count/day.

71Ge decays with an 11.4-day half life by electron capture to the ground state of

71Ga. The only way to observe this decay is to detect the low-energy K- and L-peaks

from Auger electrons and X-rays produced during electron-shell relaxation in the

resulting 71Ga atom. The low-energy electrons and X-rays are detected in a small-
volume proportional counter. The proportional counter is placed in the well of a NaI

detector (used as a veto) inside a large passive shield and counted for 2-4 months. Pulse-

shape discrimination based on rise-time measurements is used to separate the 71Ge

decays from background. The data analysis selects events that have no NaI activity in

coincidence within the 71Ge K-peak acceptance window. A maximum likelihood

analysis is then carAed out on these events by fitting the time distribution to an 11.4-day

half-life exponential decay plus a constant rate background. Due to considerably higher

backgrounds in the L peak, only the K peak has been used in the analysis presented by
SAGE.

The experiment began operation in May of 1988, when purification of the 30 tons

of gallium commenced. Large quantities of long-l;.ved 68Ge (half life = 271 days)

produced by cosmic rays while the gallium was on the surface had to be removed. By

January 1990, the backgrounds had been reduced to levels sufficiently low to begin
measurements of the solar neutrino flux. Twelve runs taken between January 1990 and

May 1992 have completed counting. The results of these runs are shown in figure 5,

together with the best combined fit value.

500 i i i J i

SAGE I
400-

• IndividualExtractions
41, MeanValue

300--

- 30 tons 57 tons
200 _ _ -

t•- itltt
100 •

-

0_ ._ f J .I
199 .0 199).5 1991.0 1991.5 1992.C 1992.5

Extraction D ate

Figure 5. Best fit values for each of the SAGE solarneutrino runs and combined 1900-92 mean
values of the 71Ge capturerate. All uncertainides shown are 1-_.
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The results (14) of the analysis of the five runs with rise time selection in the 1990
data indicated a flux of solar neutrinos of only 20 SNU and statistically one sigma above
zero. However, the large systematic uncertainties in the 1990 data set led to an upper
limit of the 71Ga capture rate of 79 SNU (90% CL). With the additional data from 1991-
92, it appears that the increased count rates at late times observed in some of the runs
were simply statistical fluctuations. Monte Carlo simulations of the data indicate that the
1990-92 data are statistically distributed as expected for a central value of 70 SNU.

For the combined 1990-92 data, the capture rate was determined to be:

71Ga Rate = 70 + 19 (stat) _+10(syst) SNU.

This assumes that the extraction efficiency for 71Ge atoms produced by solar neutrinos is
the same as that measured using natural Ge carrier. This corresponds to 36 counts
assigned to 7 IGe decay, compared to the SSM prediction of 68 counts.

As SAGE observed a low signal in the first data, a great deal of effort was
expended to check that the experiment was working correctly. The first test consisted of
extracting Ge carrier doped with a known number of 71Ge atoms from 7 tons of gallium.
The results indicated an extraction efficiency of 101 + 5% for the natural Ge carrier and
of 99 + 6/-8% for the 71Ge.

In inverse beta decay, the resultant 71Ge atom may be in an excited state or in
some fraction, the 71Ge atom is ionized. It is possible, albeit very unlikely, that inverse
beta decay may drive some chemical reaction, which results in a low extraction
efficiency. To test this, SAGE looked at the beta decay of Ga isotopes. A few grams of
Ga was taken from the reactors and irradiated to form 70Ga and 72Ga by (n,_') reactions.
The 70Ga and 72Ga subsequently decay to stable 70Ge and 72Ge, which were then
extracted from the irradiated gallium using the same procedure as in the solar neutrino
runs and were measured by mass spectroscopy. The preliminary results showed 98 +
10% and 92 + 10% extraction efficiencies for the 70Ge and 72Ge, respectively.

Finally, an experiment using a neutrino source is planned in order to test the
overall extraction efficiency in situ. A suitable neutrino calibration source can be made
using 51Cr, which decays with a 27.7-day half-life by electron capture, emitting
monoenergetic neutrinos. A 1-MCi 51Cr source can produce a few hundred atoms of
71Ge in 20 tons of Ga. An engineering test run with a low-intensity 51Cr source was
carried out during the fall of 1990 and demonstrated feasibility but did not yield any
physics results.

With the combined 1990-91 data sets, SAGE is now observing a signal consistent
with 71Ge produced by solar neutrinos. Intensive work has been carried out to reduce
noise pulsing and backgrounds in the L peak, and SAGE appears to be able to count the L
peak beginning with the September 1992 extraction, which would almost double the
counting efficiency. SAGE is continuing to study possible systematic effects from the
data. Finally, plans are under way for a full-scale 51Cr calibration experiment in 1994.
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3.4. GALLEX

The GALLEX experiment is located in Hall A of the Gran Sasso National
Laboratory in central Italy (16). GALLEX employs 30.3 tons of Ga in 101 tons of 8.13
molar aqueous gallium chloride solution. GALLEX began solar neutrino runs on May
14, 1991 and has carried out a total of 16 solar neutrino runs in the first phase, called
GALLEX I.

Following completion of the counting of all 15 runs, GALLEX finds (16):

71GaCapture Rate = 87 + 14 (stat) + 7 (syst) SNU.

A program of improvements was carried out by GALLEX during the summer of 1992.
GALLEX resumed normal solar neutrino running in September 1992 on a monthly basis.
Finally, a test of the extraction efficiency is planned for 1994 using a 2-MCi 51Cr source
(17).

4. IMPLICATIONS OF THE SOLAR NEUTRINO DATA

All four operating solar neutrino experiments observe significant deficits below
the SSM predictions. The chlorine data by itself can be accommodated by lowering the
core temperature of the Sun by about 7%. Many Nonstandard Solar Models have been
put forward to provide a means of reducing the core temperature. However, these have
proven to be ad hoc solutions, which run into problems in trying to reproduce other
measured quantities of the Sun. Nonetheless, if one believes the quoted errors in the
SSM have been underestimated, or that some known physics that is not included in the
SSMs may prove important, then it becomes possible to reconcile the chlorine result.

The Kamiokande result by ilself can also be accommodated along the same lines.
However, it is difficult to reconcile the combination of the chlorine and Kamiokande
results with an astrophysical explanation. The gist of the argument is: Kamiokande is
sensitive only to 8B neutrinos and directly determines the flux of 8B neutrinos. Using
this as input to the SSM, one can then determine Tc in the SSMs and one f'mds that for the
B-P SSM, Tc is reduced by 4%. Using the lowered value for To, the SSMs can now
predict the rate for the chlorine experiment and both make about the same prediction of
roughly 4.4 SNU, compared with the chlorine result of 2.2 + 0.3 SNU. The fact that the
chlorine experiment is sensitive to the 7Be neutrinos, which have a weaker temperature
dependence than the 8B neutrinos, makes it difficult to reconcile the two experiments by
lowering To. The conclusion is that the Kamiokande and chlorine data are inconsistent
with any variation of the SSM that invokes a lower Tc, and the data are consistent with
MSW oscillations.

The gallium experiments, in principle, can provide a model-independent
determination of the origin of the solar neutrino problem. Assuming only that the Sun is
in thermal equilibrium, the gallium experiments must observe at least 80 SNU (3). An
observation of significantly less than this requires one tG invoke new physics in order to
resolve the solar neutrino problem.



The initial results presenled by SAGE indicated a low rate, but with such large
uncertainties that it was impossible to claim that the solution to the solar m;utrino
problem involved new physics• Subsequently, GALLEX announced their measurement
of 83 SNU and, with additional running, SAGE observed 70 SNU. But, again, the
uncertainties are sufficiently large that it is not possible to entirely rule out astrophysical

solutions to the solar neutrino problem. However, the latest GALLEX result is 2.6 or

away from the B-P SSM prediction, while the SAGE result is 2.7 o away.

Recent analyses (18, 19) of the consistency of the combined chlorine,
Kamiokande, and gallium results concludes that the results are highly inconsistent with

any astrophysical explanations and in fact are best attributed to Mikheyev-Smimov-
Wolfenstein (MSW) neutrino oscillations. Any astrophysical explanation invoking a
cooler Sun is ruled out at the 99.99% CL (19). The range of mass difference squared and

10_a .... , ,_ _rq---r-q-rnml _-,_crrml---q-7q]mrrd mixing angles allowed by: , _ the chlorine, Kamiokande,

- _ _ and gallium results forMSW oscillations are
,1

104 = • _._._.._- ...... = shown in figure 6. The
-" "-. , '--'<_'"-.=-_'-.-_ conclusion is that MSW
Z "•. t L-.\ ._

:- "'-. ,' ......._..__- oscillations appear to be tim

- "" .7.'2."" i- most attractive explanation

10s_ ......... for the observed deficit and
the nonadiabatic region

i'_i...., gives a better fit to tl,edata

&-" than does the large mixingZ>

10-6 angle solution. The values
04
E of Am 2 = 104 eV 2 for both
<a fits imply (absent sterile

neutrinos) that either mvg
•,-7 - , , -, "'-.. ,-: or mvx = 3 meV. The mass

: ", ", "_ ..... t:, and mixing angles implied

- "', . _'-, _ I_ by the MSW solutions are- '_ ." x \ l/

- "'- "',. \" "1 in reasonable agreement
• % %..,..

10-8 -- _ CombiaeclMSWFit "',, "--_ q with GUT predictions.The
..... SAGE and GALLEX _ I-_ MSW solutions to the two

......... HomeslakeCI "'", I_ .allowed regions provide
-" _ Kamiokande 11& III "',, I ] quite different energy

10-9 ___L_t__ dependences. The
10"4 10"3 10"2 10"1 100 nonadiabatic solution

sin220 (around Am2 = 6 x 10-6 eV 2
and sin220 = 7 x 10-3 )

Figure 6. The allowed region for the chlorine (dotted tines),
Kamiokande II + III ( solid lines), and the combined SAGE and essentially does not affect
GALLEX (dashed lines) results. The shaded region is the combined the p-p flux, but strongly
fit of the four experiments (90% CL). (19) suppresses the 7Be flux and



to a lesser extent the 8B flux. The large-mixing solution has a gentler energy dependence
and suppresses all of the fluxes by about a factor of two to three.

While the results to date are consistent with MSW oscillations as the source of the

solar neutrino problem, it appears nonetheless difficult to rule out astrophysics solutions
when one takes into account possible uncertainties in the solar models (20, 21). Thus, it
seems likely that a new round of solar neutrino experiments is required to find model-
independent effects which would unambiguously indicate that MSW oscillations are the
source of the solar neutrino problem. Several other talks at this conference will address
these detectors which are now under construction.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Possible evidence for neutrino oscillations is observed in the solar neutrino

experiments. Various analyses indicate it is unlikely that changes to the Standard Solar
Models can accommodate the results. The most likely consistent explanation is that we
are observing matter-enhanced MSW neutrino oscillations. Yet, given the extreme
dependence of the neutrino fluxes on the core temperature of the Sun, it is difficult to
definitively _ule out astrophysical solutions. But a new round of experiments (SNO,
SuperKamiokande, and Borexino) will provide model-independent tests, which should
provide the solution to the solar neutrino problem in the l_extfive to seven years.
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